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fat rights and fat discrimination: an annotated bibliography - sokkar harker 1 fat rights and fat
discrimination: an annotated bibliography yasmin sokkar harker1 abstract this bibliography is a selection of
articles, books and selected other material relevant to antidiscrimination laws and fat people. annotated
bibliography volume 1: strategies to reduce ... - annotated bibliography volume i • in a discussion of
what causes stigma, the author asserts that there are two fundamental elements: recognizing a differentiating
“mark” (condition) and the subsequent devaluation of the person. in addition to stereotypes, prejudice, and
discrimination, three other concepts annotated bibliography for sexism, 2010 - 2016 - deomi annotated bibliography for sexism, 2010 - 2016 ... two experiments test whether using humor moderates the
effect of the type of prejudice (racist or sexist) on evaluations of discriminatory communications. experiment 1
examined a) ... “that’s not funny,” or labeling as discrimination) to sexist or racist jokes and b) the likeability of
implicit bias annotated bibliography 1 - diversity & inclusion - implicit bias annotated bibliography 2
chisholm-urns, m. ^untold stories and difficult truths about bias in academia the american economic review
jan/feb 2016, vol 102 issue1, p. 28 - 30. each of us has unconscious biases . unconscious bias is not easy to
identify, admit, or discuss. annotated bibliography on ageism and respect & inclusion ... - annotated
bibliography on ageism and respect & inclusion of older adults december 2013 ... ageism is stereotyping and
prejudice against individuals or groups because of their age. robert butler first used it in 1969, to express a
systematic stereotyping and discrimination chapter 6 discrimination data analysis: a multi ... - 6
discrimination data analysis: a multi-disciplinary bibliography 3 review of racial prejudice, and ﬁnally, to
(harford, 2008) for a discussion of rational racism. (yamagishi et al., 1999) review social theories of in-group
favoritism. in the legal context, provisions on equality or non-discrimination3 are ﬁrmly em- annotated
bibliography - indiana university bloomington - annotated bibliography possible contributions of bias to
the school to prison pipeline . ... discrimination revealed that on explicit measures, women and african
americans ... prejudice for primarily internal reasons are more successful than others in responding without
prejudice. annotated bibliography on racial preferences - prrac - annotated bibliography: residential
preferences & race august 2010 prepared by caaminee pandit, prrac policy intern ... theories of prejudice, in
particular blumer's theory of group position, provide ... instances of harassment and discrimination, and
searching for work within annotated bibliography: racial disparities in the criminal ... - annotated
bibliography: racial disparities in the criminal justice system few criminal justice issues are more troubling than
the prevalence of racial disparity within the criminal justice system. at all stages of the system – beginning
with arrest and proceeding through imprisonment and parole – substantial racial and ethnic disparities
promoting tolerance and respect for diversity in early ... - annotated bibliography national center for
children in poverty promoting tolerance and respect for diversity in early childhood annotated bibliography
mariajosé romero, phd l may 2008 aboud, frances e.; fenwick, virginia. 1999. exploring and evaluating schoolbased interventions to reduce prejudice. journal of social issues 55(4): 767-785. document resume title a
selected annotated bibliography of ... - the primary focus of this annotated bibliography is ... and forms of
scapegoating and race prejudice. further, it recommends ... a conference on discrimination and the law
sponsored by the anti-defa-mation league which was attended by lawyers, law teachers, judges,
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